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Introduction 
'lhe purpose of this paper is to bring into focus the issue of 
genetic recombination in a manner which will allow the reader to make his 
ovm decisions regarding recombinant DNA questionst freeing him from a 
reliance on others~ I chose this subject because of a desire to help 
others understand the recent and rapid advances in the genetic recombination 
field and the ensuing controversy about its development. The capabilities 
of the techniques are extremely varied and when extrapolated into the future 
create concern among many people, especially when the "mad scientist" 
exa..~ples are played up. In this paper I present the process of genetic 
recombination and several ethical theories which can be used to answer 
~uestions likely to arise. Also I have developed a scenario set and then 
applied the theories to it. 
I am quite interested in science from an academic standpoint, as 
well as from a viewpoint of helping other people understand the subject .. 
I feel the relationship between the scientific community and the general 
public often is strainedo ~1he general populace may have the attitude that 
they will not be able to undersfa ... "ld whatever is presented to them by a 
scientist, while at the same ti::rn the scientist may take a similar view-
point, saying why bother trying to explain something when the public will 
never understand. Linus }'auling made a statement regarding the respon-
sibility of scientists which really expresses rny feelings quite well: 
[He contends] that scientists ••• have a respon-
sibility because of their understanding of 
science, and of those problems of society in 
which science is involved close1yt to help 
their fellow citizens understand by explain-
ing to them what their own (the scientist 1 s) 
understanding of the problem is.~ 
For me to be able to explain the process and the issues involved 
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I fir .st had t o comprehend the material. Initially my understanding cBl!le 
from course work in molecular and microbiology an:l .in medical ethics, but 
most valuable was conversation with fellow students and faculty. I recommend 
the discussion of the ideas presented in this worke 
The paper contains three major sections and as stated earlier, the 
first section explains the process of genetic recombination. Its first 
chapter is an introduction to DNA, the genetic material. detailing its 
important featureso The next chapter elucidates the methods of recombin-
ing DNA which occur naturally in bacteriac The experimental techniques 
presented in the last chapter, of this first section are the result of 
studies on the natural methods. 
The second section is an introduction to ethical theoryc Three 
theories are presented which approach problems in quite different waysg 
The theories are Kantian.ism, utilitarianism, and the Hebraic ethic. 
Kantianism is primarily concerned with the motive of an action while 
utilitarianism looks to the consequences of an actione The Hebraic ethic 
appeals to our inner sense of God and to what ought and ought not be 
according to religious rules.. Thus, I used a broad base in my ethical 
discussions, one which encompasses basic ethical theories. 
The th_i_rd section first develops a set of scenarios and then 
applies the ethical theories to each scenario. The scenarios portray 
possible devalopm<:!nts in the treatment of diabetes, beginning with the 
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current capabilities and extrapolating to the highest and moat far 
reaching application, that of changing reproductive cells. Once the 
scenarios are presented the three ethical theories are discussed as they 
apply to each scenario sequentially. 
I chose to develop the set of scenarios involving the treatment and 
cure for diabetes for several reasons. Most importantly, genetic re-
combination can feasibly be appli3d the problem. Diabetes is caused by 
the lack of ins"Ulin which regulates blood sugar levels. The exact genetic 
code sequence for the insulin molecule is known so that it would be 
possible to make a small DNA molecule which would then code for the 
prod~ction of this small protein. There is a great amou...~t of research 
currently being done, trying to find cures and better treatment methods 
for the disease, and there is also tremendous public support behind this 
research$ In keeping with my goals for practicality, developing the 
insulin scenario set is a logical extension of tod~' s reali tieso The 
logical development of a wingless chicken, for examplef is much further 
off than the cu.res and treatment methods for diabetes. 
Thus, after presenting the scientific and philosophical portions, 
both are applied in a logical manner. The scenario set is a practical 
application of the techniques of genetic recombination which becomes a 
case study for the ethical theories. 
I feel that an understanding of both the scientific method 
and et}l.ical theories will enable readers to fonnulate their own ideas on 
recorabina...'"lt :DNA experimentation and application. 
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The Process of Recombining DNA 
llNA and the Genetic Code 
Deo:xyribonucleic acid (TINA) is the molecule which contains the 
genes to all of lifers proce,sses., It is the carrier of genetic informa-
tion, the basis for hereditye DNA is a template -- a specific surface for 
controlling molecular structure -- for itself and for ribonucleic acid 
(RNA)c The H.NA in turn is a template for polypeptides which are either 
fu..'1.ctioning proteins or vvill self-assemb:W into them., Self-assembly is 
the 3pontaneous aggregation of separate components to form a stable con-
figuration. This relationship DNA, RNA and protein is called " the central 
dogma" of molecular biology. 
DNA has four nucleotide base units, each with highly specific region 
consisting of one of either two purines, (adenine {A) or guanine (G)) or 
of one of two pyrimidines, (thymine (T) or cytosine (c)). In addition to 
the highly specific region each nucleotide contains two other chemical 
groups, a sugar and a phosphate. The sequence of the four bases is the 
code for the primary structure of all proteins. Some of the different types 
of proteins are the catalytic (or enzymatic ) , structural, digestive and 
hormonal proteins. 
DNA is an unique biomolecule in that there a.re two complementary 
strancis. If the two strands (arbitrarily labeled l and 2) from a DNA 
molecule are compared, it is observed that for every adenine base on 
strand-1 d.i:ractly opposite on strand-2 is a thymine base and vice versa. 
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Pigure 1: 
A schematic ill ustration of the double helix. The two sugar-phosphate 
backbones twi st about on the outside with the flat hydrogen-bonded base 
pairs forming the core. Seen this way, the structure resembles a spiral 
staircase with the base pairs forming the steps. 
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1tdenine and thymine form a pair. Tnis same principle holds for the cytosine 
and guanine which also always pair. 
•.fue chGmical structure of the JJNA molecule explains some cf the 
unusual properties which allow· it to carry and transmit genetic information. 
The molecule 1 s shape (Figure 1) is a double helix with a backbone of al-
ternating phosphate and 3ugar groups and a central region of complamentary 
paired bases5 The backbone is nonspecific because it uses the phosphate 
and sugar groups of each DNA nucleotide to bond nucleotides into a chain. 
The phosphate group is covalently linked to the sugar group of the next 
base by a 3[ - 51 phosphodiester bondo 
:m.e H.yd:cogen Bond 
A weak chemical bond• the hydrogen bond, is responsible for the 
pairing of adenine to thymine and cytosine to guanines A hydrogen bond 
is a bond between an oxygen or nitrogen atom which is simultaneously 
covalently bound to some atom and also to a hydrogen atom which is co-
valently bound to another oxygen or nitrogen atom. The o:xygen and nitro-
gen atoms exhibit a high concentration of negative charge while the hydro-
gen ex.hi bi ts a net positive charge. V1hen the hydrogen atom comes near 
the o:xygen or nitrogen the weak bond fonns. The hydrogen acts as a 
bridge between two atoms of oxygen and/or nitrogen. Adenine always pairs 
with thymine in ])NA because two hydrogen bonds can be formed between them 
(Figure 2). Three hydrogen bonds can form between cytosine and guanine 
of DNA when they align properly. The other theoretical combinations of 
these four bases do not normally occur because the fonnation of even one 
hydrogen is prevented by repulsive electrical forces between the oxygen 
and nitrogen atoms which would be forced to align., F..ydrogen bond3 have 
7 
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.iligure 2! Hydrogen bonding between base pairs (11111 111 ) . 
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an accu.rrrula ti ve strenght so stability increases in a molecule as multiple 
l'>.ydro t;en bonds form. 
Hydrogen J3onds i n Nucl eic Acids 
The hydrogen bonds have two important roles in the D:NA molecule. 
1~eir first role is. to keep the two complementary sb:ands of the DNA molecule 
bound together at physiological temperaturesG Even though it requires 
little energy to break single hydrogen bonds (no enzyme is needed), large 
amounts of energy are required to simultaneously break every hydrogen bond. 
The second role of the hydrogen bond is to insure the complen1entary sequence 
in new strands of the production of new molecules,DNA and RNA. Replication, 
the process of self-rep:t'oductions is possible in TINA only because of the 
specificity of the purine to pyrimidine (A-T and G-C) base pairing. 
During replication the DNA unzips: that is it uncoils and the complementary 
strands separate. This permits the DNA-polymerase (the enzyme which forms 
the phosphodiester bond between nucleotides) to bind free nucleotides 
along the exposed portion of the mt4. strand. The polymerase works it way 
along the strand forming the phosphodiester linkage between two free 
nucleotides which are bound to their complementary pair on the Th\IA strand~ 
New strands of H.NA are made in the same way. This process is 
called transcription. The differences between transcription and replica-
tion are the production of a single stranded nucleic acid, the use of 
ribose sugar not deo.xyribose in the nucleotide base, and the use of BNA-
polymerase which is specific to the ribose sugar to form the phosphodiester 
bond of the backbone. 
This specific base pairing permits very accurate replication and 
transcription. "For example, the frequency with ;vhich adenine will attach 
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to cytosine during ])NA repl::.:.~:ion might be as low as 10-B times the fre-
quency of its bonding to t~•" :::e. 112 This is to be expected for without 
such specificity the geneti:. .:..:-:.formation would rapidly be garbled 
causi.~g the production of ~:::.:-..:....~ctional proteins which would ultimately 
lead to the death of the o:::~-:.sm. 
A functioning cell :::.~=s use of the DNA genetic code by trnascri b-
ing the sequence into mess:2=-€3= nNA (mRN.A) and transfer RNA (tRNA). The 
same base units are used iL ~;l with the single exception of thymine. 
Uracil (U) is substituted i~ .:..:s place. It has the same hydrogen bonding 
potential, only a slightly ~.:·:=rent structure; a single hydrogen replaces 
the side methyl group. The =-=...:.~.:.. is translated into a polypeptide using 
sets of three nucleotide bas=~ ~o code for each of the twenty amino acids 
which a:re used to make prot:::..:--5, The sets of three bases are called condons 
and are matched by the comp_,;:::-::~tary anticodons of a tRNA. The tRNA 
carries with it an amino ac.::.:.. Once the condon -- anticodon a:re hydrogen 
bound the amino acid can be :.:..:::;:;d to a gt>owing polypetide. The first 
condon to be identified was ~ which codes for phenylalanine. 3 Not all 
possible condons call for a::. .:.::.:no acid, three are labeled rnon3ense r and 
signal the termination of c. :;- :::..~rpeptide chain. 
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The Natural Recombining of DNA 
1\'iutations 
rleplica ti on and transcription do not always produce exact copies. 
One method by which variation ca.'1 occur is the failure of the comple-
mentary system, which was briefly mentioned earlier. The laws of probability 
show that there is a small but finite possibility that a nonpairL1g base 
can be su.bsti tuted into the synthesizing polynucleotide. If this occurs 
during DNA replication and is not corrected, the mutation can be carried 
to all future generationsc If this occurs in RNA transcriptiont only the 
polypeptides made from that particular ml!NA will be mutatede 
Some mutations in the nucleotide bases though, do not have any effect 
on the primary structure ( sequence) of the polypeptidess as there is some 
degeneracy in the condons. (One example would be to change the third base 
of a valine condon. If a UNA sequence of CAT, which transcribes to GUA, 
was mutated to either C1\.A. 1 CAC, or GAG, the transcribed Condon would still 
code for valine. But if the substitution were to occur in the first or 
second base, the condon will be for a different amino acid.) Only two 
amino acid~rnethionine and trJptophan~have a unique condon; that is, their 
condons are not degenerate. 4 Base substitution is not recombining of DNA, 
but simply a substitution mutation. Other mutations involve some kind of 
breaking and recombining of the .DNA chains. The insertion or deletion of 
base pairs is called a frame shift and occurs in regions of identical 
(repeating) bases along a DNA strand. One possible origin of these shifts 
is when the phosphodiester bond has been unevenly cleaved along these regions • 
.an uneven cleave is when the break in the backbone of one DNA strand is not 
directly oppoai tu the break in the other backbone, but is displaced by two 
) 
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or more bases. If the break in the DNA strands should separate by one 
base unit. the hydrogen bonds can can still form because complementary 
bases remain opposite. 1ne resulting gaps on each strand are then filled 
by free bases and the backbone chain rejoined by ligase enzymes.. The 
other fr~ue shift, one of shrinking, can result when a base is removed 
when the structure is cleaved.. If the DNA strands are rejoined before 
any frea bases fill in, a mispairing happens. The mispairi<lg will dis-
appear in the next rEplication with one of the resulting molecules being 
shorter, having lost the ba~e in the previous generation. Frame shifts 
could be considered minor recombinations in that they involve insertions 
and deletions of a very small number of small baseso 
Crossing over is a method of mutation in which two moleculest or 
different sections of the same molecule, align in homologous regions. 
'i'here are t-.vo possible pathvra.ys for crossing over (Figure 3)e The first 
invol vas the cleavage of one strand on each molecule. '.rhe cleaved piece 
then unwinds, forming a free tail in the middle of the DNA. When two 
homologous tails come together, base pairing happens, and a bridge is 
formed between the .UNA molecules. The next step is the cleavage of the 
other strands which leaves the recombined molecule and two fragments with ) 
similar end sequences., '.rhe fragments ca.'1 unite to complete the second 
recombinant molecule. Enzymes finish the process by rejoining the appro-
priate places, filling in bases as necessary. 
The second method uses single exchange sites to form the recombinant 
molecules. 1ihen strands fo:r:m separate molecules which are closely aligned 
(or parellal), an enzyme can act to cross bridge the molecules. 'fhe strands 
are parallel -.vhen both have the 31 - 51 phosphodiester bond oriented in the 
same direction. If the strands which are not part of the cross bridge are 
J!'igure 3: 
---------=-}Two humuloqous ONA molecules 
3'=~-======,5' 
An e:idonuclease makes a nick in one 
sua11d of ec.ch molecule. 
5' ~3' ONA polymerase synthesizes on one side 
_d? of ~ach cul stnmd thus exposing t't.'O 
3'~ 5' singl~·strand~d free region tails. 
5·----------3· 
i 
~ ~ 
::~~:: 
5' 3' 
Two such single-stranded regions, if 
homologous, can base p<iir giving a 
short double-slrarid~d brid~c. 
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5• ;. /  3, An endonuclease nicks the other strands // giving one recombin Jnt molecule and two 
3'~ ~ 5' molecu lar fragmen ts with overlapping ,...._. r ,, ..... ,,, '""'""' 
The hypothesis that crossing-over starts 
with pairing between complementary 
single-stranded tails growing out from 
double-helical DNA molecules. 
Two double stranded 
recombinant DNA molecules 
Crossin&-Over 
====~5' 
~==~=~3· 
Exonuclease eats away one 
strand of each half molecule 
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___ :·-----------------
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~------ --- --- -- ---
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lsomerizatio n of the 
/ binding strands 
I -----------------
.,..-4 ·--- ------- ,--.. -·--,,- -----
-----------x 
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1 
Removal of cross-bridging by 
additional nuclease cuts and 
subsequent gap closure by 
polymerase and ligase action 1 
----------------
-------------
Double e)(changes in two 
progeny strands 
Single exchanges in all 
four progeny strands 
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cleaved, recombin::i..11.t molecules result. There will be •'Jome base pairing be-
tween the different strands, depending on the homologous nat'.lre of the point 
of the second cl0avage. 
'rhere are thr2e types of DNA recombination in bacteria which intro-
duce ]NA foreig.1. to the cell: transformation, conjugation, and transduction. 
'.l1ransformation was the firCJt to be discovered• yet it is the least efficient 
form. Each of these processes have been instrumental in constructing genetic 
maps of bacteria. Tney involve the insertion of a chromosomal segment from 
one cell into the DNA of another. T'ne fragment which is introduced into 
the recipient cell, is the exogenate while the DNA originally in the recipient 
cell (its genome) is termed the endogenate. Homologous base pairing is 
crucial to the seccessful incorporation of the exogenate within the endo-
genate. Should the exogenate fail to be incorporated, it could remain in 
the cell and replicate (if it carried its own replicating enzymes); or 
possibly remain and not replicate (lacking replication genes) so that it 
is never passed on to daughter cells; or, finally, it could be degraded by 
enzymas and therefore suffer host restriction. 
Transformation 
Transformation can occur when DNA fragments are free within a 
growth medium. The first step is for the. fragment to bind to the cell r s 
surface. i'/hile on the surface, the DNA is cleaved into snaller fragments 
6 
whose molecular weights are near 5 X 10 • The cleaving occurs in a random 
fashion. 'rhe molecular weight of a fragment must be greater than 5 X 105 
for the fragment to continue in the process. There is an energy dependence 
associated with the succeeding penetration step. nuri:ig this last stage, 
) 
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some bacteria types will degrade tne do :_lble stranded DNA to a single 
stranded intracellular int2:!:'lllediate before incorporating it into the endogenate; 
and in others, the degradation occurs simultaneously with the incorporation 
into endogeYiate. 
'.I.1he sing-le stranded exog-enate is integrated into the double stranded 
endogenate when a sL~gle break occurs in a homologous region of the endo-
genate. The double strand partially unwinds, allowing the single strand 
to come in and base pair, The tails which are left lL"lbonded are removed 
enzymatically by an exonuclease, while the recanbinant strand has its ga.ps 
filled in and sealed by other enzymes. Any irregularities which remain 
in the base pairing will be resolved during the next raplication process. 
Conjugation 
'rhe - next process ;vhich recombines foreign DNA molecules is conjugation 
(J<'igu.re 4). This involves direct cell-to-cell contact of male and female 
type cells. The "male11 cell is the genetic donor and is the cell which 
forms the bridge with a special appendage called a sex pilus. The sex 
pilus stretches out to contact a surface. 111'hen contact is established, 
the cell moves close to this surface through pilus retraction, which pro-
bably occurs by the cell drawing the sex pilus within itself. Once an 
opening exists a special replication begins in the male cell with one DNA 
strand passing through the tube, It is the strand whose free end is the 
5' phosphate. 'rhe synthasis of its complementary strand can happen in 
either cell9 DNA is the only cellular material to make the transfer in 
conjugation, despite what might appear to be an open tube. 
'l1he DNA that passes through is a special extraclu·omosomal type 
called plasmid JJN1~, al though occasiomlly some chromosomal DNA also passea 
,1 
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The hypothetical mechanism of DNA transfer as,, consequence of F replic<ltion. (,1) An 
F• cell, cont,1ining two autonomous f replicons and two chromosomes, is shown 
conjug,1ting with a rccipit>nt cell. Replication of F is proceeding according to the 
mech.111ism outlined in Figure 11.57. The F at the left is replic.1ting within the h(lst cell; 
the F .1t the right is being driven into the recipient bv replication. (b) The s.unc process 
takes pl.ice when an Hfr cell conjug.1tes. Now, lwwn·er, chromosomal DN1\ is also 
transferred, as a result of its intcgr.ltion w ith F (Compare with Figure 15.1 1.) 
l 1'igu:r:e 4: Conjugation 
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tl"L'.'ough. .r'la.smids are circular segnents of double stranded DNA which may 
contain up to 100 genes. 11.'h2 replication of some plasmids seems to be 
controlled by their own genes at rates independent of th9 cellular 
cru·omoBome. An import'.3.nt feature of all conjugating cell3 is the F (fertility) 
factor of the male cells a gene contained on the plasmid. Only the plasmids 
which possess the F factor are able to initiate conjugation since the genes 
for the sex pili and other necessary aspects do not occur on the cellular 
chromosome. E'emale receptor cells become male cellsJ. capable of initiating 
the process and passing th<:ir genetic properties to other cells. 
Plasmids often contain genes which make the cell resistant to drugs, 
or produce .taxing against rival mocroorganisms. The increasing ability 
of bacteria to survive drug doses is a result of the resistance genes or 
R factors which a.re easily transferred between bacteria by conjugation. 
'rhe variety of plasmids fou..'1.d in bacteria is immense owing to the ease with 
which ~mocessful genes can be transferred. The loss of a plasmid is not a 
crucial event for a cell. 
'fran3duction 
In transductionr a maturing phage incorporates a small piece of 
the bacterial chromosome into its ovm (Figure 5). A phage is a bacterial 
virus which, until it matures, is noninfectious~ During this dormant 
period, it is a piece of .DNA incorporated into the bacterial chrornosome, 
or it is a plasmid. It replicates along with the bacteria as if it were 
bacterial DNAc ·;,hen thi:J phage mahtres, it begins replicating and tran-
scri bine- on its own, taking over the bacteria r s metabolic processes. 
l·-.aturation is complete when a protein coat forms around the phage })NA. 
iuany copies are made; then the cell ruptures, setting free the infectious 
17 
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phages. 
Once the infectious phages are releaseds new host cells are sought. 
>ihen found, the phage injects i t:J genetic material into the new ho st, 
creating either more infectious particless or becoming a clorma..'Ylt phage. 
When the exogenate is incorporated into the endogenate, transduction is 
completes and a recombinant chromosome exists. 
Tnere are two types of transduction: specialized and generalized. 
In specialized transduction, the phage is incor>;>orated into the bacterial 
chromosome, by pairing and crossing over only in a particular place along 
the chromosome. 
In generalized transduction, the phage exists as a plasmid. The 
means of transduction is for bacterial DNA to become incased within a phage 
protein coatc In this way there is an equal probability of any piece of 
the bacterial DtJA to be transduced. The infectious particles that leave 
the cell are mostly of the phage type, though some will contain mostly 
bacterial DNA. 
The most important molecules in each of the recombination processes 
are the nucleases. These enzymes are able to recognize specific base 
seq_uences and perform the cutting necessary. 'idthout the enzymes, the 
lJN.A. could not be opened up to allow in the foreign segments. Other enzymes 
are then responsible for rejoining the DNA backbonec Once scientists be-
came aware of ver:y specific enzymes and understood how they worked, they 
were abl0 to envision their controlled use. 'fhe methods which are developed 
for eJ\.'}Jerimental use are described in the following chaptar. 
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Experimentally Recombining DNA 
There are several factors to consider when designing an experiment. 
'fhe first is to define a purpose: The aims of the project~ A question is 
proposed which sets the initial conditions. Developing a method for systematic 
exploration is the next step. This step includes determining the instru-
ments and materials necessary to accomplish the goal and requires an under-
standing of the mechanisms involved in each phase. Finally, the accuracy 
of the results must be questioned. This step draws on knowledge gained in 
previous work (i.ecs in the compari3on of the experimental data to standards, 
in the reproducibility of the current work, and in the experimental design)o 
Having said this, how does one perform an experiment which will place 
foreign genes (which come from an animal or another bacteria species) into 
a bacteria? 
There are four basic procedural steps to experimentally recombine 
lJNA., 1rhe steps are: 1. isolate the ])NA of interest, both donor and re-
ceptor DNA, 2. cut the DNA into smaller segments and open up the circular 
pieces, 3. join (recombin~ ) the DNA into closed segments, and 4., insert 
the recombined DNA into the host bacteria, These steps are now described 
in detail. 
Step 1 -- Isolating lIN"A 
'l'he first stage is to isolate the donor DNA fran its own cell. 
This can be accomplished by several procedures which involve breaking all 
cellular membranes, the inhibition of deo:xyribonuclease (the enzyme which 
will break do·Nn DHA into its nucleotide base uni ts), the use of enzymes 
to deg·.rade polysaccharides and protein3, and the extraction/ separation of 
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these unwant3d componenb. 5 (A detailed procedure for the isolation of 
~. coli }}NA can ba found in an article by J. Marmur in Methods of Enz;vmolog;y. 6) 
Plas.'llids from the bacteria are used to place the foreign DNA within 
a cello Plasmids are ideal for the job since it is know~ that they can 
transfer in and out of cellsf have their own replicating enzymes and re-
main independent of the chrmno.some. Dr* 0taniey Cohen, one of the first 
scientists in the recombinant field, used the techniq_ue outlined here to 
obtain plasmids.7 He first burst the cells open with a detergent, then in 
a centrifuge spun the plaGmids away from the chromosomes, and finally 
chemically sepa.ratad them from surrounding debris. This technique is very 
similar to the other one described above, as it should bei since chemically 
it is the sallle compound, DNA, which is soughtj the differences are that 
the DNA is sought from separate sources and different sizes. 
Steps 2 and 3 -- Cu.ttin,'{ and Rejoining DNA 
rrhe plasmid and donor DNA must be linked together before being re-
tu:t:'m~d to a cell, but the donor DNA is usually in segments too large to be 
of use. Generally the scientist is seeking knowledge about a particular 
region of the .DNA or even a :particular gene, therefore the DNA must be 
broken into smaller pieces. Formerly this would have been done with a 
blender but that was only until restriction enzymes began to be understood 
and available for use. 
Restriction 1i!nzymes 
.destriction enzymes attack DNA, cutting it into pieces. rrhey are 
generally very specific, recognizing a particular base sequence (ranging 
from four to Geven nucleotides) before severing the molecule. (In nature 
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this acts as a defense mechanism against viral and other tY}les of invading 
DNA. Tiespi te the sequence specificity t the cell must protect its own DNA 
from the enzyme by altering some of its base. The protection is accomplished 
8 
b;)r a modification enzyme which in some cases methylates the base; that isf 
the enzyme attaches a methyl group (-cH3) to the base.) Not only are the 
enzymes specific to a particular base sequence, generally the site of 
cleavage is specific as well. 
The enzyme might cu.t both DNA strands at the same point (even cleavage), 
or stagger the cutting (uneven cleavage), which would leave a small tail 
at each end. 
the sequence 
nucleotides. 
(An example is the re;striction enzyme Eco RI which recognizes 
( 51 )GAti.'.l"TC (3' )C'I'TAAG and cleaves the DNA molecule between the G and A 
This resul<+"" i·n end · hi h h th (5t)G w~ pieces w c ave e sequence ( 3 t )CTTAAG(S t) 
and are termed 51-single-stranded cohesive terminic ) In further references 
to the specificity of a r<::striction enzyme only one strand will be represented, 
with the 5r end on the left and the point of cleavage marked with a slash. 
* (Using this notation the g£Q. .ill sequence is G/ AA'l1TC, with the asterisk 
denoting a modified base.9) 
Hestriction enzymes are at the heart of all recombinant DNA ex-
periments. 'l'hey are the surgeonr s knife offering a degree of specificity 
unattainable by any other cutting tool at the molecular level. Another 
special and important feature of the enzymes is the complementary tail 
pieces arising from the staggered cut. '.11.he tail pieces are called "sticky" 
ends because the ends will stick together via hydrogen bonding if brought 
near one another. 0 Sticky" ends allow two diff8rent molecul·.?s of DNA that 
have been cleaved by the same enzyme to be mixed together ;:ind have some of 
them recombine into single plasmids containing both original types of DNA. 
'l'he 11 stick'.t" end :phenomenon was discovered by an ingeni0us graduate student, 
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:liguro 6: List of Restriction imzymes 
) 
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Janet Mertz, while investigating the behavior of 1!££ P..I in Professor :Berg's 
lab during 1972. 10 
1oday there a.re some 150 ~estriction enzymes; the recognition and 
11 
cleavage sites for nearly fifty of these are knovm. Each of these has a 
different specificity set, providing the scientist with a wide range of 
cutting tools. A list of these can be seen in Figure 6~ It is this 
vari2ty tllat will enable the recombinant field to continually expand. This 
list will grow as more enzymes are studied. (For example, the restriction 
enzyme Msp I (CCGG) should be added 0 12 ) 
11he Methods of Using Restriction mzymes 
There are two basic methods used to obtain the recombinant plasmid. 
'.L"he fi,rst method is to use a restriction enzyme which cleaves the two DNA 
strands at the same point (Pigure 7). The sec and method is to use a restriction 
enzyme which leaves "sticky" ends after cleavage (Figure 8). 
Pirst there are two points which are general to both procedures. 
OnG regards .the activity of enzymes. Once the e.nzyme has performed its 
duty ·the DNA fragments must be ei t:1er separated from the enzyme or the 
enzyme must be inhibited or deactivated. This prevents the enzyme from undo-
ing the work of later enzymes. The other point is that the enzymes have 
+2 different req,uirements 1 such as ATP (a high energy molecule) or Mg (a metal 
ion). An enzyme's req,uirements must be met before it can function. 'Ihe 
process for each method is as follows • 
.c;ven b:ceak method -- '.1hen a restriction enzyme cuts straight through 
the DNA molecule the ends must be prepared before they can rejoin with other 
ends. 'l'he first step is to add the restricti.on enzyme to the solution of 
pure bacterial plasmid :LJl'JA. (As an example I will select Fvu II which is 
TERl\IINAL-TRANSFERASE pro cedure for joining DNA mole-
cules inv o lve ~ a numb er of steps, ea ch 1le pend ent on a <lilicr ent en· 
zymt~- If one of the molecules to lie joined is a closed loop , it rnu ;;t 
fir st he clc:n·ed . The linear molecules are treated with bmL<la exo· 
nuclease, an enzyme that cuts nucleotides olI the 5' end of DNA 
strands (the end with a phosphate group on the No. 5 carhon). 
Then spe cifi c nucleotides are ad <lc<l to the 3' end ( the end with an 
OH group on the No. 3 carbon) Ly the action of the enzyme tcrmi-
CIRCULAR 
DNA MOLECULE 
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nal transferase. One DNA ,;pecics is supplied with adenosine tri· 
phosphate (ATP), the other with thymi<line triphosphate (TTP), so 
that A nucleotides are added to one species and complem entary T 
nucleo tides to the other. \Vhen the two species are mixed, the com· 
plementary bases p air up, annealing the molecules. Nucleotides and 
the enzymes DNA polymerase and exonuclease III are added to fill 
gaps and DNA ligase is added to seal the DNA backbon es. The re· 
suit is a double molecule composed of two separate DNA segments. 
t CLEAVAGE LINEAR DNA MOLECULE 
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:'igure 7: 
"b'ven" Cleavage C:nzymatic i.iethod 
FOREIGN DNA is Fplired into the pSClOI plamiicl and introrlnrf'il 
with the plarn1id into tho bncte:rinm EschcrU:Tiia coli. The plirnmid 
is cleaved by the cndonndease Eco Rl at n Finide Bite that ;loe& not 
interfere with the plarn1id'R genes for rl'pliration or for resistance 
to tetracycline (lop left). Tlrn nucl.cotirle Fequcncc recognized by 
Eco RI is prcer.nt nho in other DNA, so thut a foreign DNA ex· 
posed to the endonuclease is rlen\·ed about onre in every 4,000 to 
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specific for C.ti.G/C'IG.) The next step is to repeat this addition to the 
solution of pure donor DNA. It is not necessary to this method for the 
restriction enzyme which cuts the plasmid and donor DNA to be the same. In 
the example 9 the e:nzy:11e begins to chop the DNA wherever the CAGC'l'G sequence 
occurs. (It would be helpful for the bact2rial plasmid to be cut only once. 
In this way when it is closed into a circl:: again it would still have all 
of its gen2s.) 
Once the DNA is cut it is necessary to create single-stranded tails. 
Therefore the next step is to use an exonuclease on the DNA fragments. An 
exonuclease is an enzyme which removes nucleotide bases from a specific 
end of the DNA molecule. 'fhe Lambda exo!'luclease chews off nucleotide 
bases from the 51 end of each DNA strand. 13 This-leaves 31 -single-stranded 
tails but not necassarily ones with "sticky" ends. 
In order to create tail ends which will complement each other and 
therefore bindf a."lother enzyme is used, a te:r:minal transferase. '.I1his enzyme 
will take monunucleotides and join them to the end of a single DNA strand. 
'l'he enzyme operates specifically on one end of the DNA strand, either the 
5 1 or 3 1 end. (Having used the .Lambda exonuclease to fo:rm 3 r -single-stranded 
ends I will sele·ct the 31 -tarminal transferase.) For the plasmid solution 
I might decide to add the nucleotide adenine along with the transi'erasee 
'l11lis will make tails whose sequence is AAAJl.AA; therefore dictating that the 
nucleotide thymine be added to the donor :ONA solution with the transferase. 
'rhe transferase does not create "sticky" ends because the end segments on 
each linear liNA molecule within the same solution have the same sequence, 
preventing the DNA molecule from closing into a Circular plasmid (:B'igure 7) c 
'11he .iJ}i_~ molecules with their sint;le-stranded t<J.ils are ready to mix 
together. How the tail from a plasmid lJNA (sequence 1V..AAAAA) will combine 
with a tail from a donor DNA ( sequence 'r'f'f'f'I1). 'Ihls process is called 
armealing and is a result of selecting complementary bases, those which 
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will hydrogen bond, in the previous step. The recombination is not complete 
until all gaps are filled along each DNA strand and the strand is rejoined 
with covalent bonds along its suga.r-phospate backbone. Once again this is 
the job of enzymes. A DNA-polymerase will fill the gaps in a strand by 
forming the 31 - 5' phosphodiester bond between the complementary free 
nucleotide and the DNA strand. When the gaps have been filled the DNA 
strand will still have a nick (break) in its backbone. The DNA-polymerase 
only completes the bond between a mononucleotide and the DNA strand. The 
enzyme JJNA-ligase is able to rejoin nicks along the DNA strand and there-
fore is the final enzyme used to create a reco:;nbinant D:'.IIA molecules using 
even break restriction enzymes. 
Stagger break method - The second method to obtain recombinant 
molecules is easier' in that not as many steps or enzymes are necessary to 
accomplish the work. 'fne restriction enzymes which create staggered breaks 
along a double-stranded DNA molecule are responsible for the simplification. 
To begin this procedure both the plasmid DNA and the donor DNA are in the 
same solution, to which the restriction enzyme is added. (For the enzyme I 
might select 1Q£Q. RI which specifies G/AATTC.) Once the restriction enzyme 
&.2.2. RI has chopped both DNAs into linear segments every end will be identical 
and complementary. '.Ihese are "sticky11 ends ready to pair up on their own. 
'Ihe next step is to let the linear segments anneal forming circular 
pieces of DNA. Some of these will be the same plasmid, others will be a 
ju."llble of donor DNA, and importantly some will be plasmids with a segment 
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of the donor .JJiLi. inserted among its o·,m DNA sequence. 'l1hese circular pieces 
of DNA must be treat2d with lJNA-ligase to firmly rejoin tha breaks along 
the DNA strands. 
Once the JJ.0L--1.-liease is finished~ tlH~ recombina."lt DNA molecules are 
ready to be placed back within the bacteria • 
. ~tep 4 -- Insertion Into Bacteria 
Tne insertion of the recombina.~t DNA molecules into the recipient 
bacteria is accomplished by induced transformation. The process of 
natur~l transformation has been discussed in the third chapter and can be 
summarized by saying it is a process in which DNA pieces can enter the 
bacterial cell and either be incorporated into the cellular DNA or remain 
as a plasr:iid within the cell. Before entering the cell these DNA pieces 
are suspended within the culture medium, 
For recombinant work the cell walls are made permeable to plasmids 
by ad.ding calchun chloride to the solution. 14 'I'he calcium chloride induces 
transformation of the plasmids in such a way that the DNA is not degraded 
as it enters -~he cell. Two advantages of induced transformationt over the 
natural form, are the increase in the efficiency of permeation (passage 
through the cell membrane) and the prevention of the degradation of the 
DNA molecule as it enters the cell. The bacteria after transformation 
are left to grow and then tested for positiYe results. 
The experimental design must include some method of testing to 
determine positive recombination results and provide for their isolation. 
This can be acco;nplished by elactive cultures and plate streaking. Elective 
cultures are bactJrial cultures vrhich favor the growth of a particular 
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strain or species of bacteria by the lack or presence of nutrients and 
antibiotics. Plate streaking isolates cells and leaves each to form a 
colony which, if sufficiently separatedr is then a "pure" culture ("pure 
signifying that the colony developed from a single cell). 
'i'he elective culture method can be used to determine the success 
of the recombination, if the experiment was designed either to make the 
cell resistant to a..~ antibiotic, or to code for the synthesis of an essential 
nutrient. To test the first case one simply adds the antibiotic to the 
growth medium, and the cells which are still able to live, fo:r.ming new 
colonies, are the proge~y of bacteria with recombined DNA* The second 
case is similar to the first except that the essential nutrient is with-
held from the gr'owth medium5 The colonies growing in these limiting media 
can be transfered by plate streaking to obtain pure cultures. 
Not all recombination experiments involve antibiotic irnrmmity or 
essential nutrients so elective culturing would not always be feasible. 
The way to proceed in a case where th(~ bacteria haYe been recombined for 
the production of insulin, fo:r.· example, would be to grow the entire cul-
ture e~posed to transformation. After an incubation period the culture 
could be analytically examined for insulin. If the results are positive 
then plate streaking is the next step to isolate pure insulin producing 
cultureso Once assured that a colony is pure it can be analytically ex-
amined as before. 
In every case it is important to isolate a number of colonies 
which exhibit positive results. 'i'his is to achieve a comparison between 
the resulting colonies and possiblG discover one strain which is better 
t han the others as far as the desired experimental outcome is concerned. 
'.L1hi s section may be difficult to comprehend the first time through, particularly 
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if this is one 1 s first introd.uction to molGcular biology. The terminology 
can be overwhelmi!1g, so after the first tim:::; through it might be helpful 
to review the terns from back to front. The ethical theories, V1hich now 
follow, should be understood thoroughly before applying them to the scenarios. 
If the sci.ence and/o:::- phil·::>sophy presented remain difficult to understand 
try discussing the ideas with others. 
) 
Btrucal Theory 
'l'he ihree ethical theories presented here have been choosen for 
their diverse characteristics and general use in our society. Utilitarianism 
and Kantianism contr2.st each other providing a balance to arguments, and 
therefore have become the two theories primarily used in ethical discussions. 
In tlv.; ~ext which Robert Hunt and John Arras edited on medical ethics, 
the colL:cted authors present faeir arguments in Kantian and/or utilitarian 
forrn.Q 
;E'le Hebraic ethic was choosen for its religious aspects$ Since 
genetic recombination involves the creation of new and different forms of 
life, some people will address the recombination on religious grounds~ 
As their are many, many religious philosophies in our society it would be 
impossible to work with each one. Therefore by going to the earliest 
mentality of the Old 'l'estament, Genesis I-III, I feel t:iat a base can be 
established from which religious questions and argements can develo:po 
Once the theories are developed they can be applied to situations 
so that basic guidelines for action are established. 'Ibis enables us to 
act more logically should any of the theoretical situations come into 
being. 
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Kantian Theory 
Kant is predominantly concerned with duty and obligation; he 
places the principles governing our behavior at the forefront. c. Broad 
su..ms up Kant's theory in six propositions: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
Nothing is intrinsically good but a good will. 
A g·ood will habitually wills rightly. 
The rightness or wrongness of a volition (act of ma..~ing 
a decision) depends wholly on the nature of its motive. 
o • • an action cannot be right unless it is done on some 
ganeral principle, which the agent accepts. 
••• an action is right if and only if it is done on a 
principle which is a categorical imperative, i. eo, if 
it is done for a principle, 
It is necessary and sufficient that the principle 
shall be such that anyone who accepts it as his principle 
of conduct can consistently desire that ever;--one else 
should also make it their principle of conduct and should 
act upon i t.1. 
Kant does not have notions of good and evil, nor does he consider the 
consequences of a volition. His theory also relies on the moral equality 
of all persons, as each categorical imperative held by even one man is to 
be desired by other persons. That is, every man has the capability to 
comprehend principles and that the good of the categorical imperative 
makes it a desirable principle for everyone to hold. 
If an inequality of moral understanding existed it would not be 
possible to exchange ideals. For the exchange of ideals or categorical 
imperatives the principle of action must become u."liversal lawo ':rhl.s is 
its supreme test. \vhen a principle is universalized it is a right action 
if there is no violation of human equality. An example which fails to 
become universal is this hypothetical statement made by a researcher: 
"1iheneve.r your research is imperiled by the reluctance of human subjects 
to participate in it, it is possible to make false promises to thern. 112 
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'11his cannot become a universal law because it would mean that all re-
searchers could make false promises to their subjectsQ 'lliis type of law, 
supposedly used to promote the advancement of scientific knowledge, is 
self-iefeating as it ceases to make sense. The key idea of this example 
is the practical contradiction of the author in u."li versalizing his principle. 
The categorical imperative is completely formal and without 
specific content. This nonspecificity makes the categorical imperative 
applicable to every possible actions a necessary condition of its universality. 
'lhe categorical imperative has been compared to the Golden Rulef 11 1)0 m1to 
others as you would have them do unto you. 113 'rhe Golden Rule is not 
specific in naming which actions you are or are not permitted to do, but 
instead focuses on yourself as the recipient of the action and your thoughts 
about this prospect. 
The notion u.~derlying the cate@:)rical imperative and its universality 
is that as humans we all possess a common moral judgement: because I am 
free, everyone else is free. As moral agents we are ends in ourselves~ 
The motive for good then comes from threating others as ends in themselves~ 
This is the only true moral 5uod for Kant. Kant, in his pure form, allows 
only one categorical imperative: that is, to will to do good. 
Another aspect of human equality and freedom is that upon having 
an intuition you should be free to act upon it. This intuition should 
arise from the individual~s will to do good. The motive of the volition 
is the focus, not its consequences. The consequence does not count because 
in the practical world nature can ~Jrn arou:nd any intentions. 'Ihis can 
be seen by the physician who, upon the administration of a dose of 
penicillin to an infected patient, observes a severe reaction to the drug 
which r~sul ts in the death of the patient. The intention is obviously 
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good -- to heal the patienti yett the outcome is something quite the 
opposite. The physician cannot be criticized for his action since he 
could not know the consequences due to natures 
Although Kant argues that the volition cannot be judged by its 
outcome, he does entend that the moral system would be bankrupt without 
some reward for doing good. l<~or without reward there would be nothing 
to di;3tinguish the good from the bad, and thereby either action would be 
equally favoredc The reward comes from God, including admittance into 
Heaven where one learns more and becomes more proficient at willing the 
good. Kant recognizes human limitations as results of other qualities, 
such as passion. No one can ever do a perfectly g-ood act because of his 
passions. 
The other principle of conducts the hypothetical imperative, is 
rejected by Kant because it looks to the consequences of an action. 
Part of his reasoning has been stated aboveo Tha basic objection comes 
from accepting the principle as a rule for gaining some desired endr and 
not on its merits alone~ The desired end often is oners own pleasure 
which then foregoes the indivuals as ends in their own righto The human 
becomes the means instead of the end itself., 
Kant's theory, then, is one of deontological ethics: "A deonto-
logical theory of ethics is one which holds that at least some acts are 
morally obligatory regardless of their consequences for human weal or 
woe. ',4 Kant though in his highest formp where the respect for moral law 
is the only unqualified motive for acting, is useless because of his in-
ability to effectively deal with the existence of conflicting ethical 
duties~ If two morals coni'iict in a volition they will need to be ranked 
somehow to determine which course to take., The ranking process generally 
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examines the consequences of following the moral code which immediately 
violated Kantian ethics as the moral codes are not being respected solely 
for their existence as a moral law. In order for Kant to become applicable 
it is nec.:s3ary to modify his ethics to some deg:r:ee. 
<'i • .J. Hoss is another deontological ethicist who has modified 
Kant's strict ethical line so that it may be used practically~ Ross, 
unlike Kant, does not insist on the universal validity of moral rules nor 
does he discount it either~ Ross states that "pretty evidently one of our 
chief duties is that of producing as much good as we can, and clear views 
as to the comparative goodness of different kinds of good things are an 
essential preliminary to this~ "5 Ross agrees with Kant that moral codes 
can not be derived from considerations based on prudence and sympathy nor 
can these become determining factors when raru{ing conflicting moral . codess 
Int3llectu.al intuition is to be the base from which statements of moral 
rules and concrete duties are justifiede Ross is approaching rule 
utili ta.rianism as he modifies Kant 1 s theory. 'rhe similarities will be 
seen as r~le utilitarianism is discussed in the following chapter. 
'11he Kantain ethics which I will use and refer to later on will 
incorporate Rossr modification for conflicting morals. The individual 
is considered an end in himself; moral laws are respected for being just 
that; and the will to do good prevails. If there is more than one moral 
law pertinent to a specific case the hypothetical imperatives are to be 
considerede V'1hen evaluating the good derived., "virtue belongs to a higher 
order of value, beginning at a point higher on the scale of value that 
6 that which pleasure ever reaches." The intrinsic nature of opinion and 
knowledge also is of concern. r.furee elements are defined by Ross which 
enable the intrinsic valu0 to be ascertained. They are "(i) the degree 
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of its groundedness on fact, (ii) the degree to which the strength of 
conviction with which it is held corresponds to its groundedness, and 
(iii) tb.e generality of the fact known, or believed to exist.," 7 Intrinsic 
knowledge is the b<.rnis of intellectual intuition which then is the base 
for moral justification. 
A quite different ethical theory is that of utilitarianism, where 
the end result of an action is considered the basis for judgement. 'Ille 
next chapter details this theoryo 
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Utilitarianism 
Utilit.:irianism is the principle of greatest happiness and can 
be ~enerally "described as the doctrine which states that the rightness 
or wrongness of actions is determined by the goodness and badness of 
their consequcmces. 08 If the consequence is hap:Pinessr then the action 
is good and it iG right to promote this goodness. 'Ihe utilitarian 
theory is quite simple but with enormous consequences; therefore, 
explicit development of its corollaries is required to see how it is 
intended to be applied and to counter objections to it. 
'l'here is both act and rule utilitarianism and several classes or 
act utilitarianismG '.Lhese classes occur as opposing pairs, each of 
wbich is relatively independent of other pairs. 'Ille pairs are egoistic 
and universalistic, hedonistic and ideal, and normative and descriptive 
utilitariani&n. 9 I will analyze these pairs and select one of each 
pair to compose a general form of act utilitarianism to be applied later 
in this paper. 
Act utilitarianism "examines the effects of specific, individual 
acts on a case-by-case basis," and rule utilitarianism "assesses the 
effects of losses, or kinds, of actionso"lO Both rely on the Greatest 
Happiness Principle but their distinction lies in whether or not to follow 
codified rulesc 'Illis is not saying that act utilitarianism never goes 
along with established rules but instead that the freedom to disregard 
the rule exists if in disregarding the rule greater happiness will result. 
Act utilitarianism is a teleologictl -theory, one which looks to the end, 
in that it always asks, 11 ·1'/hat will be the result?", while rule utilitarianism 
is a modified deontologi.cal theory as it has a duty to established codes 
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or rules. 
it'ule utilitarianism has the support of those who favor the 
Greatest Happiness Principle yet do not like the way act utilitarianism 
tolerates conflicts with justice and other moral codes. The moral 
codes which most often fit this category are truth telling and promise 
keeping~ Hule utilitarianism overcomes this problem by stating that 
you always tell the truth and keep your pranise because in the long 
run the greatest happiness will be realized by observing the moral code. 
'l'he moral codes which operate within society are stated to yield good or 
happiness. "The rule utilitarian agrees vr.ith the act utilitarian that 
the value of just practices resides in their tendency to promote happiness; 
but he vr.ill not agree that it is permissable to perform an unjust act in 
order to maximize happiness. 1111 A major question of rule utilitarianism 
is wheth0r or not the ease of following rigid rules is worth the outcome 
in comparison with the possibility of promoting even greater happiness 
by considering the uncertainties involved in act utilitarianism. A rule 
utilitarian will say that his course will maximize happiness over all 
because there is no guarantee that the act utili tiarian will not make 
some mistake~ 
'l'he act utilitarian can be either eeoistic or nonegoistic when 
he begins considering consequences, attempting to maximize happinesse 
If he is egoistic he will consider primarily his ovm happiness, while 
if he is nonegoistic he considers what is best for everyone, not just 
for himself. This latter forr.i is called universalistic utilitarianism 
and is the type proposed by Mills. He states, "that the happiness 
which fo1:ms the utilitarian standard of what is right in conduct, is 
not the agentrs own happiness, but that of all concerned. As between 
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his ovin happiness and that of others, utilitarianism requires him to 
be as strictly impartial as a disinterested and benevolent spectator. 1112 
There exists both practical and theoretical incompatibility between 
universalistic and egoistic utilitarianism and therefore the egoistic 
form will be dropped from further discussions because of its unfavorable 
~ualitiese Rule utilitarianism in an egoistic form is a completely 
absurd idea since rule utilitarianism consists of general morals which 
do not favor any individuals. ~1erefore, this is not even considered. 
The next d.i'stinction to consider is that between hedonistic and 
ideal utilitarianism. 'lhis distinction is applicable to both forms of 
utili ta.ria."'1.ism, "A hedonistic utilitarian will hold that the goodness 
or badness of a conseq_uence depends only on its pleasantness or un-
pleasantness. 111 3 The ideal form is more encompassing in its definition 
by acknowledging the contemplation of beautiful objects and knowledge 
as factors along with pleasantness and unpleasantness. Mill takes a 
position that "some kinds of pleasure are more desirable and more 
valauble than others," and places "mental over bodily pleasures. 1114 
The form of utilitarianism which I will take is one of idealic nature 
in that knowledge and. its ability to produce pleasure will be considered 
along with the hedonistic characteristics. 
The final distinction to be considered is that between normative 
and descriptive utilitarianism. Again both act and rule forms need to 
be examined in regard to this distinction. Normative ethics are concerned 
with how we ought to think about conduct, while descriptive ethics 
exa..'lli.ne how we .£2_ think about conduct. :Both act and rule utilitarianism 
fail as de scrip ti ve ethics. l"or them to be descriptive ethics they 
would be required to consistently be in agreement with t he common moral 
) 
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consciousne.ss, the usual ethical ideas. '..('here exist cases where this 
simply does not hold; a promise might be broken because act utilitarianism. 
is brought to bear on the case or possibly a small group of innocent 
people have their toes stepped upon so that others in the picture will 
be spared., 
Normative ethics can not be proven on an intellectual basis; 
both Bentham and NJ.lls have tried and been proven wrong in the argument .. 
Instead an appeal is made to attitudes of generalized benevolence~ Here 
act utilitarianism is favored over rule utilitariani&~ because of tne 
deontological natu.~e witliin rule utilitarianism. Despite the concern 
f'or generalized benevolence, rule utilitarianism is primarily concerned 
with its duty to the rule,, while act utilitarianism is free to promote 
the £,Tea test happiness in the particular situation. This lack of flexibility 
can be taken as a basis for removing rule utilitarianism fro::n further 
consideration as an ethical theory., Act utilitarianism has been shown 
to be superior in form as a normative theory. For the balance of this 
paper it should be understood that utilitarianism refers solely to act 
utili ta:ciani::.c;.'n unless explicitly stated as rule utilitarianism. 
'rhe fundamental consideration in applying utilitarianism is to ask 
how the consequences of an act are to be determined. Each possible re-
sulting action is examined for pleasure and lack of pain. The pleasure 
can then be assigned some basic value which is relative to the other 
pleasures of this case ... '.Phe possible action in question is next con-
sidered for how closely or r·~motely it bears on the situation. This 
remoteness/closeness is a multiplicative factor for the pleasantness 
believed to re~~lt from the action~ The factor can only reduce the amount 
of pleasure co::i.sidered; it can never increase the relative pleasure value. 
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'.11.he remoteness closeness factor will not only be a probability o.f 
occurrence but also encompass effects on future generations. Por in-
stance, would action X directly result in plea~'UI'e being induced in 100 
or even 500 years? Though this type of question really cannot be answered, 
its remoteness reduces its importance as a consideration. 
In tr,ying to maximize pleasure, utilitarian theory runs into 
trouble because of uncertainty about which consequences will actually 
occur. Bent!:lam says to account for all possible courses of action on an 
equal basis des:pi te a highly accidental character for some actions. ',ii th 
this system, motives become useless (although they can be interesting);. 
it is the consequences only that are considered. Benthamts reasorti.ng 
is fallacious at this point because, even thougif uncertainty exists, 
estimates can be drav:n as to the certainty of occurence. It is valid to 
look into the relevant part and form generalities which can assist the 
intuitive mind, perrni tting the rejection of remote probabilities and 
consequences. Th'3 intuit:i ve mind must still judge unknowns and instruct 
the person as to his course of action. Not being able to rationally 
justify action is a serious weakness in utili tariarti.sm. 
One must be careful when praising or blaming a utilitarian act. 
"The (utilitarians) are also aware that a right action does not necessarily 
indicate a virtuous character, and that actions which are blamable, often 
proceed from qualities entitled to praise. 1115 Praise and blame are 
associated with "good action" and "bad action" while "right action" and 
"wrong action" examine what ought to be,, 16 Generally right and good action 
will occur together but not always. 
'.I1here is the ca::::e where a child brings a bunch of flowers to his 
teacher and which re3ults in a severe case of hay feYer for the teacher. 
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The child should not be blamed for attempting to perforn the right action 
of showing appreciation despite the over2.ll unpleasantness and pai;-i 
createdo He had no reason to suspect this outcome. 1he action is clearly 
wrong but praiseworthy. 
Utilitarians seek to do good by examining consequences, a difficult 
and u.."1.Certain process• and selecting those actions which will result in 
the greatest happiness .for the greatest number possible. This is the 
Greatest Happiness Principle. "Happiness is intended pleasure, a.."ld the 
absence of pain. Jil 7 J. s. hlill also held that it is pleasant to be 
benevolent. 
Having discussed tv;o opposing theoriess Kantianismf. which regards 
the motive of an action supreme and the other which places the end result 
at the forefront, utilitarianism, I will discuss one more theory, that 
of the Hebraic ethic~ 
'.Ihe He_braic Bthi_c 
'l1he Hebraic i?thic places man as a steward v.d. th dominion over all 
living things and can be found in the first thre·e chapters of Genesis~ 
As a philosophy stemming from a religionf it presupposes the existence 
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of God as a supreme being or intelligence, Genesis I: 28 states, 11 And God 
blessed them (man, male and female), and God said unto them, subdue it 
(the earth): and have dominion ••• over every living thing., •• " God has 
selected man to be his steward, his manager, and given him dominion, 
supreme authority, with which to manage His creation. God grants man 
more than the power to act, man is given the power to name. '.Ihis is in 
Genesis II:19; 11 '.Ihe Lord Goducbrought them (the living creatures) unto 
Adam to see what he would call them: and whatsoever Adam called every 
living crea turer that was the name thereof. 11 
Had man been granted stewardship solely, he would have been able 
to implement only the rules which God set; no original thought would occur. 
However, God places man above everything else, making man responsible 
only to Himself. The chain of command is directr and there are no inter-
mediaries. Mant s creativity and autonomy are results of the power to 
name. Man has been given free choice. 'Ihis does not, though, free man 
from responsibility. 
'!he salvation, or ultimate aim, of the Hebraic ethicist is to 
commune with God. Communion comes about by doing good, which can be de-
fined as action in fellowship with God. The opposite of communing is 
estrangement, which can be from the self, God or nature. Estrangement 
is the disregard of responsibility to any of these, the doing of 7,-rong. 
Adam and £..'Ve estranged themselves from God when they partook of the fruit 
) 
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from the tree of knowledge (Genesis III).. Estrangement is not a perma."'lr.mt 
conditions as one can make changes and then commune with God~ Tne assess-
ment of human condi ti.on can be judged on the basis of estrangement from 
ou.r stewardship to our communion with God. 
'llie Hebraic ethic considers each man to be unique; his body unlike 
any other. Man's soul then is a result of this uniqueness and it is the 
body and soul which combine to gi ye spirit, or the capacity to ccrnrrnme 
with God. :ivian must not do anything which will ,alter the uniqueness, and 
therefore soul, of a body, but instead he should improve the body, there-
by enhancing its uniqueness. 'lhe latter act is laudable. 
Western thought generally has taken the stewardship granted to mean 
that man can do as he sees fit within his world, even to destroy or despoil 
it. This interpretation is against the Hebraic ethic because the ethic 
is a crea ti Ye code with responsibility. 'Ihe task of hurnani ty is to emul te 
God and his mode of dominion in our mode of stewardship and dominione Man 
is not prevented from changing his world, particularly if the change 
improves upon the :present conditions, but when he becomes destructive he 
is prevented from communion. 
Having completed the discussion on the three ethical theories the 
ground base is now established enabling the synthesis of the earlier scien-
tific section nnd this philosophical one can take place. This synthesis 
occurs as the scenarios on the treatment of diabetes are set up in the fol:bwing 
section and then a...l'lalyzed with respect to the three theories. 
:_.: _ _: _ _: _ _, ___ , ·--
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·l1h2 0cenarios and Is It Ethical? 
;lhi3 is a set of scenarios which is based on the progressive 
treatment of diabetes. I will begin the scenario set from a point 
which is nearly a reality. 'Ibis point is the use of microorganisms as 
biological factories to produce insulin on an industrial scale. As 
scientific knowledge increases in the field the feasibility of the next 
step also increases. After thorough experimentation and testing this 
next step becomes a reality and also the base from which the following 
step ca.~ take off, breaking its own barries~ In each scenario the companies 
are ready to begin the first application/testing of the development in 
ma..>J. 
Bae terial I nsulin 
'11here are several groups of scientists which are working towards 
industrial production of insulin by bacteria and other microorganisms., 
'.I'radi tionally, the insulin used by a diabetic patient is isolated from 
the pancreases of swine and cattle. '.rhe recovery of one kilogTrun, kg, 
of insulin from swine used nearly 2,500 kg of pancreases from 33,000 
swine. 1 One of the primary motives to gather bacterial production is to 
produce insulin which is exactly like that of the human body. 'l'hi s vrill 
alleviate the probl0m of adverse reactions to the animal insulin e:xhibi ted 
by a few people. 
;:)o usinc- correct methods of genetic recombination my firm, 
) 
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Bio-Potential, has developed a strain of E ~ coli which produces human 
insulin. 'i1he Bio-Potential executive board is ecstatic for they are 
ready to market their product at an unbelievable profit margin while 
offering the product at prices which are reduced from the current level. 
'l'he bacteria literally cost pen.'1ies to culture and isolating the insulin 
is much easier than the traditional process., Once people agree to use 
this new source of insulin Bio-Potential enters a state of economic 
stability increasingly expanding its research and development to maintain 
itself as a for.~runner in the recombination field. 
Bacteri al Imnl ants 
'lhe technological development of recombinant DNA methods increases 
to new levels as time passes. Bio-Potential has developed a hardy strain 
of bacteria which produces insulin. The novelty that the company now pro-
poses is to 11 inject11 diabetic patients with these bacteria which, when 
established within the body, will release insulin as it is produced. 
"Inject" is not the right word as it implies an u..'1wanted state, so "intro-
ducs11 or "implant" will be the words used in the advertising campaign. 
To reach this developmental level, Bio-Potential has overcome 
several problems. It was necessary to develop a strain hardy enough to 
sui·vive changes in the immediate enviror..ment of the bacteria. E. coli 
is not used because its natural habitat, the intestinal tract, undergoes 
tremendous environmental changes as different foods are digested. It is 
quite conceivable that tho insulin strain could be lost, which would result 
in serious pxublems for tha patient should the situation not be corrected 
immediately. The bacteria could not be a strain which was infectious or 
in anyway damaging to the human condition; it was to be a symbiont, living 
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in a mutually beneficial relationship. '.!1he level of insulin production 
was another concern in the development. Bio-Potential has been successful 
in their research endeavor and is ready to free the diabetic from his daily 
injection of in3ulin with one bacterial implanation. 
Correc tive .Hecombina t ion 
lhe two previous approaches have only sought to treat the disease 
and not offer cures. Bio-Potential is not the only corporation in the 
genetic recombination field to open new areas, and the breakthrough this 
time has come from a young firm called In-Vi tro-.Su.rg. 
Genetic recombination has become successful in more and more complex 
types of cells. 'fhe first successes occurred in the procaryotes, cells 
which lack internal membranes (i~e~, there is no nucleus, such as bacteria), 
and then the eucaryotes, cells which contain definite intracellular structures 
(iee., a nucleus and mitochondria). '.Ihe singe.,.cellular eucaryotes, like 
yeast, were the early successes and now superb results in cells from the 
highest organisms are possible. 
In-Vi tro-S'u.rg has perfected a techniq_ue which requires the removal 
of pancreatic cells, primarily the islet cells of a diabetic patient. The 
next step involves the recombination of a nonnal insulin gene into the 
islet DNA. 'l1he gene is attached to tha end of the tenth chromosome, a 
position where the insulin gene was found to function normally. Once the 
recombination is successfully completed the pancreatic cells are implanted 
back into the patient. The great success is that the diabetic is cured 
from the disease, he has cells now which function nonnally, regulating the 
level of blood sugar. 
} 
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Preventative riecombination 
'Ih~ remarkable accomplishment of In-Vi tro-durg provided the basic 
method to cure a munber of diseases whose mecha nisms were suitable for 
the method. .After some time the research directors within the corporation 
became aware that the prevention of genetically linked diseases should be 
the next emphasized study for their company~ 'lliey knew that the only way 
to permanently prevent genetic diseases would be to a:pply the recombination 
tecl1 .. 'li.ques to the reproductiv3 cells. Ultimately the work -t-ecame centered 
on the zygotet tha fertilized egg which is formed by the union of a spe:rm 
and egg cell. 
The successful process which has been developed from their studies 
involves monitoring the fertilization of an egg cell and operating on thc:i 
zygote immediately. A recombination process very similar to the "corrective'' 
technique discussed earlier is performed shortly after the fonnation of 
the zygute. 'rhe major difference being that two insulin genes are required 
so that both chromosomes in the tenth pair receive a gene. This is im-
portant only to the future generations which require both chromosomes to 
carry the good gene to be assw.•ed of a permanent cure. To finish the 
process the zygote is implanted within the uterus so the fetus can develop. 
In-Vitro-su.rg recently offered their services on the open market 
to parents who have a high probability of having diabetic children. Their 
offers as stated to the public, says that the finn has developed a tech-
nique whereby a child conceived under their directorship would carry nor-
mal genes for insulin production within its genetic material~ therefore 
the child would not exhibit the disease nor pass it on to future genera-
tions. In-Vi tro- ;J1rcg has introduced a method which is capable of 
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eliminating a genetically linked disease from the population. The company 
is quick to state that diabetes will not be erradicated by this new 
method; only the genetically linked form will be affected. 
Is It Bthical'? -- 'l'he .ti.pp_lication of Ethical Theory to ~enarios 
'I1he format of this chapt2r will be to examine each of the ethical 
theories as it relates to a scenarioc Each scenario will be brought up 
in turn after the th:::-ee ethical concepts have been applied to the previous 
scenario. 
Bacbdal Insulin -- 'i'he Ethics 
The Hebraic ethic does not suggest any objections to the bacteria 
being used to produce insulin. God gave man creative powers and the free 
choice to use the powers responsibly. The responsibility of a scientist 
who is developing a biological factory such as this is to exercise caution 
and care and to minimize possible hazards. The work is designed to aid 
others and is not to be destructive so man is not violating his steward-
ship. 
The act utilitarian will look at the consequences of this action~ 
The benefits available are a better form of insulin over the type in 
current use which results in less pain, the financial burden on a patient 
will be reduced as the process becomes more economical, therefore in-
creasing the happiness of the patient, and during the development process 
knowledge is gained, stimulating happiness in the workers. The possibility 
of causing some type of bacterial epidemic exists as one of the deterrents. 
In addition there are the general uncertainties which create uneasiness. 
If the negative responses could not be reduced I would say that 
there is cause to say "no" at this stage. But the possibility of an 
epidemic can be dimiru.shed by using enfeebled bacteria, those requiring 
essential nutrients in amounts which would not be found in nature outside 
of the laboratory. Al:30, the laboratory workers competent use of good 
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sterile procedures is an important aspect$ 
1he potential good to be derived from the development of bacteria 
and other microorganisms as chemical factories is much greater than what 
would be in our current state. The scientists working in the field must 
be prudent in their decisions as to what type of work they will do, 
pa:diculady staying away from recombinant work which would involve toxic 
chemicalso There are guidelines in effect regulating the type of labor-
atory protection necessary for the difficult classes of experiments. 
~1e Kantian viewpoint vtlll ask if the people involved are being 
used as the means to an end -- specifically, that of creating bacteria 
which will produce chemical substances -- or are the people being treated 
as ends in their own right? I think that the second question is the one 
answered in the affirmative because the people performing the work should 
be well informed as to the intentions of the experimental work. Importantly 
there is no hu,'Uan experimental aspect to the development of the bacteria., 
It will be necessary to test the drugs produced in this manner so that 
the researcher must be sure that everyone involved have the complete in-
foi.'I!lation and ability to decide upon the extent of their involvemente 
Bactei·ial Implants -- .6thical Possibilities 
1he questions need to be ex&1tlned more . closely now that some of 
the basic experimentation involves human subjects. There are two major 
issues in the scenario: 1) Should the researchers be allowed to develop 
hardy strains o.f bacteria which have recombinGd genes? and 2) Is it per-
mi.ssable to use human subjects in testing the bacteria and if so, are 
there any conditions to be placed upon the researchers':' 
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J..'or th2 act utilitarian. the first question raises questions of 
the safety D.nd the danger involved in developing hardy strains which 
could easily mul tipl~r outside the laborator.1 setting. The first hints 
towards anmvering this will come from the results and experience gained 
in developing and commercially using bacteria as chemical factories. If 
these preliminary rermlts show no safety problems than development should 
proceed. Testing would then be necessary in animals to insure the success 
of the procedure and prevent any harmful effects which might result. The 
development of the robust recombinant strain and the animal testing must 
be carried out under very strict contai.nmant conditions. If safety can 
be asswned, then the utilitaria..'l would approve the consideration of the 
second question. If the safety is not assumable, then pain and un-
happiness could result, thereby caJ.ling for the ban of further work. 
There is a real problem with predicting the safety of processes so that 
continued assessment is a necessary precaution. 
The utilitarian would argue the use of human subjects on the basis 
that, if the process was successful, a great number of people will be 
helped and therefore made happy. b'ven if harm were to befall the few sub-
jects, the answer would still be affirmative because a great number of 
people would be spared the harmf-u.1 efforts thereby mi:t'lL'llizing the pain 
and unhappiness experienced by all. 
A Kantian will examine the motive of a volition and see if the 
rights of an:;yone are being violated. For the first question, that of 
developing the hardy bacterial strain, the motive would be to prepare for 
the a.ct of treatine; diabetes. This motive is fine as there are no evils 
within it. .No individual rights are being violated by this development 
either; only the workers in the lab are involved during this stage .. 
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The second question must be subjected to the same examination. 'l'he 
motive is good: to treat diabetes. The potential to violate the rights 
of the subjects is high, yet the potential violations can be eliminated 
by discussing the test aims and procedures with the subject before he be-
comes a part of it. il'he subject then is exercising his right to make a 
free, independent choice. 1rherefore,. given the right of free choice, a 
Kantian would not object to producing hardy strains which would then be 
impb.nted into the body. 
The last theory to consider for this case is the Hebraic ethic. 
In regard to th= first q_uestion at issue, an appropriate point to consider 
is whether or not man is abusing or violating his stewardship by devoloping 
new bacterial strains~ I think not because, as argued earlier, man posseses 
creative powers given by God. The scientist is simply applying his creative-
ness; he is not despoiling his environment. 
'.rhis whole method is an extension of man r s stewardship and dominion. 
Testing must be done on hlli~an subjects if the treatment is to be used at 
some point. Some men may fec~el estranged from God if they do not develop 
ideas which are intent on improving man rs condition. 
Man1 s body holds a higher position than that of animals in the 
Hebraic ethic, as it harbors his soul. In this sense the stewardship and 
dominion of man over his body is one of care and respect; the body is not 
to be abusea. The subject is not abusi~g his body by permitting the test. 
He stands to ii-nprove his bodyc It must be remembered that before the 
researcher considers human testing he has performed the same test on a 
variety of animals and the extrapolation of these results to hwnans is q_uite 
good. 'l1he bacteria treatment is permissible within the Hebraic ethic. 
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Corr ecti ve necombiru~tion -- Et hical Considerations 
In this exw~plc the recombina.~t techniques are being applied directly 
to human cellso Eefore this poi,':1.t the lower animals and bacteria were 
used for the procedures. Now man's genetic material is being altered: 
:Does this change ca.usG an,y conflicts with the ethical theories? 
Kanti::m theOIJ' would not object to this work on the following 
grounds~ '.L'he motive is to improve upon an imperfect human state. Corrective 
recombination does not force i ts·3lf on anyone either by b.eing an. unknow-
ing subject or by using microorganisms which might be infectious. At all 
times the patie:it/ subject has consented to the procedure and most probably 
would request it. There are no violations of right. 
The Hebraic ethic would support this action as it is a positive 
change and not one that destroys life. An individual would likely commune 
more with God aftGr undergoing this cu:re instead of cursing (estranging) 
God for his diabetic condition. His attitude i :3 one of thanks as he be-
comes whole; the body functions nonnally ~ 
'.Ihe utilitarian would readily see the value in using this techniquee 
~J the time it is offered to people many tests will have provided the 
knowledge necessary to predict the effects of replacing the cells which 
were removed to correct a defect. There is an overwhelming amount of good 
(happiness and lack of pain) resulting from this corrective course of 
action. 
Preventative Hecombin~tion -- Yes or No? 
Applying .s,renetic recombination to the zygo te, the very beginning 
of a new and sepa.r~te life~ rai s es more probing questions than before • 
.:.:>o far each theor.r has arrived at the sarne conclusion; this situation, 
) 
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ho"·•ever, might prove different. In this instance any change in the genetic 
character of the zygpte will be reflected in future eenerations. 
Kant would first q_uestion the recombination on grounds of viola.ting 
the I1U:.'7lan right to be informed of the action. The answer would be yes it 
violates the right if the zygote is conside:r:ed to bG human at this point. 
I1~ost Kantians would say that it is not until further development that the 
fet~s becomes human. The zygote does not have any reasoning ability nor 
self-consciousness. It is only a single cell which multiplies just as any 
other cell. It carries the genetic code for a human being, yet so does 
every cell in our body. Once this conclusion is reached, other questions/ 
objections fall away. 'rhe motive is to do good not only for this individual 
but for humanity as well, since the genetically linked form of diabetes 
could be eradicated. 
'l'he act utilitarian will want to know the consequences of this 
action. The intent is to prevent the occurrence of diabetes as a diseasee 
•rhis is very likely outcome, but mistakes can happen. The recombination 
must be performed on the zygote before it divides even once. The zygote 
is the most vulnerable cell as the entire physical structure of a person 
or animal results from the expression of the genetic material it containso 
It would be nearly impossible to detect a mistake until the child is born~ 
T'nis would be an unhappy consequence. Al though to place the blame for 
the deformity on the recombination attempt could easily be erroneous. 
'I1here are many types of birth defects today and nearly all unpredictable, 
observed only after birth. 
UltimatGly the good poss ible from applying this preventative tech-
nique outweighs the negative results. Again thorough laboratory testing 
on animals is assumed before the human application point is reached~ 
·-···-··- .. ! ... , ...... 
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dhould a few miahaps occur due to the recombination attempt the successful 
results would mea.71 greater happiness to more people in the long run, 'Ihe 
incid~nce of diab;;tes would be reduced in future generations because the 
successful results would prevent the; genetic transrni ttal of the disease 
while the unsucce.ssful ones would not change the incident rate at all. 
'fhis would be true even if the initial number of failures exceeded the 
successful ones, 'Ihe number of failures would need to 'be very high for 
the utilitarian to object to preventative recombination, I do not believe 
this would be the case after the animal experimentation is complete. 
In examining the position of the Hebraic ethic one should raise and 
attempt to answer several questions. 'Ihe recombinant technique in this 
case is al taring not the genes from a localized area of a person with a 
rational mind but the genes which will determine the entire physiological 
make-up of a new being. 
Are these genes in any way " sacred"'? Did God ever say that t hi s 
kin..1< of work was noff liinits"? I do not believe either of the questions 
is valid. God gave man responsible freedom, that is to have free choice 
and take responsibility for all decisions and actionsc The scientist and 
the parents, who must ne~essarily trust the scientist, must be able to know 
the effect of genetic recombination on the zygote and the human it is to 
become~ 1~re they willing to accept failure as an outcome and ca:::-e for it 
as necessary'? The Hebraic ethic is demanding a much closer look at the 
consequences than the utilitarian who ·could tolerate a fair amount of 
failureQ J~re the unknowns still too great after thorough preliminary research"? 
It is my opinion that after ;mch an investigation tha unknowns are mini-
mized. 
'fi1e final questi0n might b0, whether or not man is wi. thin the bound:-, 
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of his stewardship when he opts to alter an individual who cannot know 
and give his consent. 'llie answer is yes if complete assurance is available 
regarding the outcome, because it has been deemed good to improve upon 
the present condition. Consent of the affected individual is not a factor 
for consideration because the techiri.que necessitates its performance at 
a stage when the individual has no rational thinking mind with which to 
respond. 
It is most interesting that within this specific scenario set every 
conclusion is 11 yes," that it is allright to employ genetic recombination. 
Is there any reason then that we have a variety of ethical theories when 
they all arrive at the same conclusion? Yest I believe there isf because 
although the final conclusion is the same, some of the conclusions are 
qualified and these qualifications are crucial to their arguments. I made 
many assumptions in my arguments, always taking the positive option. Two 
major assumptions throug."i-iout my arguments are the responsibility of 
scientists for their actions and the minimization of unknowns before test-
ing methods in man. 
CONCLUDING HEM.ARKS 
Through this paper I have tried to put in la;ynan 1 s terms a 
sophi.sticated. scientific process becaus~ in order to make valid judgements 
regarding a~· subject, the subject must . be first understood. Man did not 
create the process of genetic recombination. He first studied the 
phenomenon in nature and later found ways to manipulate i tr putting to 
use his knowledge of molecular biology"' 'l'he tremendous powers of this 
technique soon became apparent and questions arose as rumors and facts 
spread. lviany people are still confused about genetic recombination and 
are fearful of its God-like qualtiese There is no doubt as to the potential 
of gen.:?tic recombination. 1110 a scientist this kind of knowledge is q_ui te 
exciting, yet to a nonscientist unable to comprehend the processr this 
aL~ost seems magical and he fears it. I hope I have enlightened others, 
particularly the nonsoientist, with reg-d.rd to the scientific process and 
how one might ethically cope with some of its possibilities. 
The scenarios deserve some further mention here. First, I want to 
make it clear that the first scenario, the biological factories with 
bacteria producing insulin, is not a future event, Today very good human 
insulin which has been produced by bacteria is being clinically tested in 
man. These tests began in July 1980 at Guy's Hospital in London and are 
1 
no;v going on in the United States and \''est Germar..y. This short list is 
undoubtedly incomplete in both the product being tested and the locations. 
The other three scenarios are only possible events for the future. 
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i;;y other concern is that I >till be taken as 3omeon~ who ;::;imply 
condones all types of genetic recombinant experiments. I do not. By 1'/ay 
of illustration, let one more scenario prove this point. Given that there 
are two genes, one for intelligence and another for physical strangth, 
what happens when it is proposed to develop groups of people laclcLng in 
one of these genes and enhanced in the other? How would the ethics dis-
cussed earlier react to such a proposal'? 'i1hc argements a.re brief, but 
sufficient. 
'11he utilitarians would agree to such an experiment because first it 
::emoves the idea o.f struggling to get ahead when the intelligence in o::ie 
group is lowered while erfr1ar1cing its physical strength. These individuals 
will not have any intellectaal desire and capability; they are content to 
remain as they are Gxperiencing greater happiness than before now that the 
struggle is over. The intellectuals are happy,. too, because they will be 
free to work soley on their academic pursuits while leaving all physical 
labor to the others. The greatest happiness for all is realized as a re-
sult this division in labor, therefore the experiment is guod. 
'l'he Kantians vJOuld violently object because first men are no longer 
treated as an end in themselves. 1.rhey are being used by others as a means 
for their own pursuits. The eJ..J>erirnent will produce a degraded group of 
hwnans in their judgement .. 
In cases like thi:J, where there are dissenting opinions, I will 
contend that the ne5-a.tive must prevail. 'l1his is a safeguard because, when 
the i~a.r-reaching potential is as large as here, it is necessary to prevent 
human abuse., In this instance, I have taken the responsibility to examine 
the ethical consequences of the experimental purposal. Unfortunately, I 
do not have complete faith in all members of the scientific community, 
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trusting then to take this responsibili. ty. Al though mo st members do make 
their decisions responsibly, I recommend the establishment of some in-
dependent agency which will examine all research proposals from both the 
public and private sector3. This probably would need to be a governmental 
agency. 
Genetic recombination is a reality of today and will continue to be 
so in the future. Society and its individuals must be able to rationalize 
their opinions and act accordingly if they are to survive and remain sane .. 
I tru.st this 11ork has hel:ped accompli.sh this end. 
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